Deep Generative Models: Practical Comparison Between Variational Autoencoders and Generative Adversarial Networks
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Deep Learning models can achieve impressive performance in supervised learning but not for unsupervised one. In image generation problem for example, we have no concrete target vector. Generative models have been proven useful for solving this kind of issues. In this work, we will compare two types of generative models: Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) and Variational Autoencoders (VAEs). We apply those methods to different data sets to point out their differences and see their capabilities and limits as well. We find that, while VAEs are easier and faster to train, their results are in general more blurry than the images generated by GANs. These last are more realistic but noisy.

Methods

- Variational auto-encoders[1] are a class of deep generative models based on variational methods. The objective function is:

\[
\mathcal{L}(\phi, \theta; \lambda) = \mathbb{E}_{x \sim p_d(x)} \left[ \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left[ \ln p(x|z^{(i)}_{\phi}) + \ln p(z^{(i)}_{\phi}) - \ln q(z^{(i)}_\theta | x) \right] \right],
\]

\[z \xrightarrow{enc} \phi, \theta \xrightarrow{dec} x\]

![Fig. 1. VAE Architecture.](image1)

- The GANs [2] framework is composed of a generator G(z) and a discriminator D(x), where z is random noise. The generator G(z) tries to generate more and more likely data to fools the discriminator D(x), while the discriminator D(x) aims to tell apart the fake data from the real data. The value function of this adversarial process is as follows:

\[
\min_G \max_D V(D, G) = \mathbb{E}_{x \sim p_d(x)} [\log D(x)] + \mathbb{E}_{z \sim p_z} [\log (1 - D(G(z)))]
\]

![Fig. 2. GAN Architecture.](image2)

Introduction

Results

- Both models generate images which can easily be recognized as digits. While the GANs generates sharper images, the VAE tends to smooth the edges of the digits.

- The images of the VAE are once again blurry and no realistic objects can be recognized. The GAN generates images with sharper edges

- The GAN produces again much sharper images than the VAE. Nevertheless, the faces produced by the VAE own a more natural appearance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Inception Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MNIST</td>
<td>VAEs</td>
<td>3.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GANs</td>
<td>9.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CelebA</td>
<td>VAEs</td>
<td>2.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GANs</td>
<td>7.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIFAR-10</td>
<td>VAEs</td>
<td>3.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GANs</td>
<td>6.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Table 1. Comparison of Inception scores of the two models based on a different dataset.](image3)

Conclusion

The main difference between VAEs and GANs is their learning process. VAEs are minimizing a loss reproducing a certain image, and can, therefore, be considered as solving a semi-supervised learning problem. GANs, on the other hand, are solving an unsupervised learning problem. The most important difference found in this work was the training time for the two methods. GANs took longer time to train. Therefore the use of GANs was considered and proved a lot more stable. With GANs this does not necessarily occur. Eventually, we conclude, that for low-diversity datasets like MNIST, both methods give sufficiently realistic images. Finally, using VAEs one can achieve results in less time, but with decreased image quality compared to results of GANs.
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